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Abstract 
 

We generalize a known result of A. Petrusel [Multivalued weakly Picard operators and 
applications, Scientiae Mathematicae Japonicae, 59 (2004), 169-202] for continuous 
multifunctions in posets. Our main result proves the existence of the minimum fixed 
point provided some suitable conditions are satified. Some examples illustrate the 
obtained results. 
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1. Preliminaries 
 
Let (X,≤) be a poset, i. e. a nonempty set with a partial order “≤”, and F: X 2X be a 
multifunction. We say that F is increasing if x1 ≤ x2, x1,x2∈X, and if for any y1∈F(x1), 
then there is a y2∈F(x2) such that y1 ≤ y2. Now let G : X 2X be also assigned and we 
put F◦G(x) = F(G(x)) = { })(:)( xGyyF ∈∪ . A family F  of multifunctions over X  is 
said commutative if F(G(x)) = G(F(x)) for all F,G∈ F and x∈X and we say that F has 
a fixed point w if w is a common fixed point, that is w∈F(w) for all F∈ F.Let 
A(F)={n∈N: supFn(x) exists and supFn(x)∈Fn(x) for all F∈F and x∈X}. In [1] we 
proved the following result. 
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Theorem 1. Let F  be a commutative family of multifunctions over (X,≤) and A(F) 
≠∅ . Moreover assume that there exists a m∈A(F) such that Fm is increasing for all 
F∈F. Furthermore, let Fm = {Fm : F∈ F }and e∈X such that 
(i) for all F∈F, there exists y∈Fm(e) with e≤y; 
(ii) if C is a chain of X containing e and not having supremum, then there exists G∈F 
such that  the set {supGm(x): x∈C} has supremum in X. 
 Then there exists a minimum fixed point of Fm greater than e, there is an w∈X such 
that w=min{x∈X: e≤x and x∈Fm(x) for all F∈F}. 
 
Assumig F as singleton, F ={F}and m=1, we get from Theorem 1 the following 
theorem. 
 
Theorem 2. Let F: X 2X be an increasing multifunction over (X,≤). Furthermore, let 
e∈X such that 
(i)  there exists supF(x) and supF(x)∈F(x) for all x∈X, 
(ii) there exists y∈F(e) with e≤y; 
(iii) there exists sup{supF(x):x∈C} for any chain C of X containing e and not having 
supremum in X. 
Then there exists a minimum fixed point of F greater than e, there is an w∈X such that 
w=min{x∈X: e≤x and x∈F(x)}. 
 
We define a multifunction F: X 2X to be continuous if for each countable chain (or 
sequence) C of X having supremum in X, we have sup(F(supC)) = sup{supF(x): 
x∈C}. Note that if F becomes a single-valued map f : X→X, we obtain the definition 
of continuity of f  given in [2].  
 
Remark 3. A continuous multifunction is increasing. Indeed, if x1 ≤ x2, x1,x2∈X, 
C={x1,x2}, x2= supC, then the continuity implies that 
y2=supF(x2)=sup{supF(x1),supF(x2)≥supF(x1)≥y1 for any y1∈F(x1). 
 
Let Y≠∅  be a subset of X. Y is said directed if for every (a,b)∈Y×Y, there exists 
c∈Y such that  a≤c 
and b≤c, thus, as example, a chain C of X is directed. In [3] the following theorem 
involving directed subsets of X is given. 
 
Theorem 3. Let F: X 2X be an increasing multifunction over (X,≤). Moreover, let 
x0=minX and the following hold: 
(3i)    there exists supF(x) and supF(x)∈F(x) for all x∈X, 
(3ii)  if ∅≠Y⊆X is directed, then there exists supY; 
(3iii) there exists sup(F(supY)) = sup{supF(y): y∈Y} for each directed subset Y≠∅  
of X. 
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Let f : X→X  be defined by f(x) = supF(x) for all x∈X. Then there exists a fixed point 
w=f(w)∈F(w) such that the sequence of the successive approximations of f starting 
from x0 converges to x*, that is w=sup{x0, f(x0), f2(x0), …, fn(x0),...}. 
 
 
2. Results and examples 
 
We prove our main result which is a generalization of the Theorem 3. 
 
Theorem 4. Let F: X 2X be a continuous multifunction over (X,≤). Moreover, let 
e∈X such that 
(4i)  there exists supF(x) and supF(x)∈F(x) for all x∈X, 
(4ii) there exists y∈F(e) with e≤y; 
(4iii) there exists sup{supF(x): x∈C}  for each chain C of X containing e and not 
having supremum in X. 
Let f: X→X  be defined by f(x) = supF(x) for all x∈X. Then there exists a minimum 
fixed point w=f(w)∈F(w) greater than e, there is an w∈X such that w=min{x∈X: e≤x 
and x=f(x)∈F(x)}and the sequence of the successive approximations of f starting from 
e converges to w, that is w=sup{e, f(e), f2(e), …, fn(e),...}. 
 
Proof. By Remark 3, F is increasing. Let f: X→X  be as in the statement. By Theorem 
2, then there exists a point w such that w=min{x∈X: e≤x and x=f(x)∈F(x)}. Now let 
C={e, f(e), f2(e), …, fn(e),...}, where f(e)=supF(e), 
f2(e)=f(supF(e)),f3(e)=f2(supF(e)),…,fn(e)=fn-1(supF(e)).  Since e≤f(e)=supF(e) by 
properties (i) and (ii) and f is a single-valued increasing function, we observe that C is 
an increasing sequence. We claim that there exists supC otherwise let sup{supF(x): 
x∈C}= sup{f(e), f2(e), …, fn(e),...}=sup{C-{e}} by property (4iii). Since 
e≤f(e)=supF(e) by properties (i) and (ii), then we should deduce that sup{C-
{e}}=supC, a contradiction. By setting supC=z, then the continuity of F implies that 
f(z) = supF(z) = z ≥ e and z∈F(z) by properties (i), hence z ≥ w. On the other hand, w 
≥ e implies that  
w = f(w) ≥ f(e), w ≥ f2(e), …, w≥ fn(e), … since f is increasing, that is w is a upper 
bound of C, thus w ≥ z and therefore w = supC. 
  
Remark 5.  Theorem 3 follows from Theorem 4. Indeed, it suffices to assume x0=e, to 
observe that property (3iii) implies the continuity of T since a sequence of X is an its 
directed subset and that property (4iii) is vacuously satisfied. 
 
The following example shows that Theorem 4 holds but Theorem 3 is not applicable 
(cfr. [1]). 
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Example 6. Let X=[0,1]-{½}with the natural order “≤” and define F(0) = {0}, F(x) = 
[x+½,1] if x∈(0, ½), F(x)={1} if x∈(½,1]. It is easily seen that F is continuous  and 
properties (4i), (4ii) hold if we assume e=0. Theorem 3 is not applicable because 
property (3ii) fails: it suffices to consider, for example, the chain {(n-2)/2n: n=2,3,…} 
which contains e and has supremum ½ ∉X but Theorem 4 holds. Indeed we have that 
sup{supF(x): x∈C}=1∈X for any chain C in X containing e (of course, we avoid to 
consider the trivial case C={e}) and not having supremum in X, so property (4iii) 
holds as well. Then Theorem 4 is verified, moreover fn(e) = e for n = 1,2,… and 0= 
w=min{0,1} =min{x∈X: e≤x and x=f(x)∈F(x)}= sup{e, f(e), f2(e), …, fn(e),...}. 
. 
If F is a single-valued function, we get from Theorem 5 the following: 
 
Corollary 7. Let f: X X be a continuous (in the sense of [2]) single-valued function 
over (X,≤). Moreover, let e∈X such that 
(7i) e≤f(e), 
(7ii) there exists supf(C)= sup{f(x): x∈C}  for each chain C of X containing e and not 
having supremum in X. 
Then there exists a minimum fixed point w=f(w) greater than e, there is an w∈X such 
that w=min{x∈X: e≤x and x=f(x)} = sup{e, f(e), f2(e), …, fn(e),...}. 
 
Claim 8. Corollary 7 is useful in those situations in which the classical Tarski-
Kantorovich (cfr., e.g., [2]) is not applicable, which here we recall for sake of 
completeness. 
 
Theorem 9. Let f: X X be a continuous (in the sense of [2]) single-valued function 
over (X,≤). Moreover, let e∈X such that 
(9i) e≤f(e), 
(9ii) there exists supC  for every sequence C  included in {x∈X: e≤x} 
Then there exists a minimum fixed point w=f(w) greater than e, there is an w∈X such 
that w=min{x∈X: e≤x and x=f(x)}. 
 
Indeed the following example proves Claim 8. 
 
Example 10.  Let X=[0,1]-{ ½}with the natural order “≤” and define f(x)=1 for all 
x∈X-{0}, f(0) = {0}. It is trivially verified that f is continuous in the sense of [2]. 
Property (7i) or (9i) is satisfied assuming e=0. Theorem 9 is not applicable because 
property (9ii) fails: it suffices to consider, for example, the sequence {(n-2)/2n: n = 
2,3, …} which contains e and has supremum ½ ∉X but Corollary 7 holds. Indeed we 
have supf(C)=1∈X for any chain C in X containing e (of course, we avoid to consider 
the trivial case C={e}) and not having supremum in X, thus property (7ii) is satisfied. 
Then Corollary 7 is verified, moreover fn(e)= e for n = 1,2,… and 0 = w = min{0,1} = 
min{x∈X: e≤x and x=f(x)}= sup{e, f(e), f2(e), …, fn(e),...}. 
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Property (7ii) is necessary in Corollary 7 otherwise the thesis can fail as it is proved in 
the following example (cfr. [1]). 
 
Example 11. Let X=[0,1]–{½} with its natural ordering “≤” and define f: X X as 
f(x) = {1} if x∈ [0, ½ ) and f(x)=(x+1)/3 if x∈(½,1]. It is easily seen that f is 
continuous in the sense of [2]. Take e = 0, then e ≤ 1 = f(e). Let us consider the chain 
C = {(n-2)/2n = 2,3,…}⊆ [0, ½) which contains e = 0  and moreover sup C = ½∉X, 
thus we have that supf(C) = sup{(3n – 2)/6n: n = 2,3,…} = ½∉X. Then all the 
assumptions of Corollary 7 hold except property (7ii) but f has no fixed points since 
(x+1)/3 = x iff x = ½∉X. 
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